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ANOTHER YEAR OF SuccessIN SERVICE

By: Bruce Smith, District Sales Manager and Beef Specialist, COBA/Select Sires Inc.

Welcome to the 2022 edition of The
Chute from COBA/Select Sires, Inc. 2021
continued to be an exciting year for COBA
and Select Sires, Inc., with the growth
in sales and service in the beef A.I.
marketplace. In this issue, you will find an
interesting article from a member-ownercustomer in Oklahoma who has seen the
advantages of utilizing COBA’s genetics
and services in his ranching operation.
Also, you will find an article from Select
Sires’ new Associate Vice President of Beef
Product Development and Marketing, Ryan
Bodenhausen, highlighting some exciting
information about the outstanding genetics
offered in the Select Sires lineup. Want to
learn more about what A.I. can offer for your
herd? Check out the article titled Adding
More $$$ to Your Bottom Line which covers

many benefits of an A.I. program.
In 2021, COBA and Select Sires have
continued to experience significant growth
in sales of beef semen. An additional note
about this continued growth, is the rapid
adaptation of many dairy farms utilizing
beef A.I. sires to add value and consistency
to their bottom lines. The sales of beef
semen have continued to grow on traditional
beef operations, but there is still much to
be gained as more operations continue to
experience the benefits of an A.I. program.
The chart below shows the top
registration sires from several breed
associations throughout the past year for
Select Sires. Also, be sure to check out our
list of top sires sold to traditional beef herds
(right)- I am certain at least one of them
could fit nicely into your herd.

7AN528 GROWTH FUND
7AN466 RAINFALL
7AN580 HOME TOWN
14AN461 ACCLAIM
14AN502 TAHOE
7AN388 NIAGARA
7AN531 ENTICE
7AN463 PLAYBOOK

Simmental
#4
#5
#11
#14
#17
#18
Red Angus
#3
#5

(Sales to Traditional Beef Operations)
#1

7AN580 HOME TOWN

#2

7AN528 GROWTH FUND

#3

14AN502 TAHOE

#4

7AN466 RAINFALL

#5

7AN368 COMRADE

#6

7AN463 PLAYBOOK

#7

7AN624 DUAL THREAT

#8

7AN389 SURE FIRE

#9

7AN629 TRANSCENDENT

#10

7AR86 STOCKMARKET

#11

7AN523 TRAILBLAZER

#12

7AN623 GUARANTEE

#13

7AN594 REGIMENT

#14

7HP120 CUDA

#15

7AN604 TOP CUT

#16

7AN525 COMPOUND

#17

14AN545 WALL STREET

7SM91 MAIN EVENT

#18

7AN473 LEGENDARY

7SM93 BIG TIMBER

#19

7AR87 FRANCHISE

7SM97 IMPERIAL

#20

7AN642 VERACIOUS

2021 Select Sires’ Top Registration Sires
Angus
#2
#4
#5
#8
#12
#17
#19
#20

2021 Select Sires’ Sales Leaders

7SM65 UNO MAS
7SM80 WIDE RANGE
7SM96 DIVIDEND
7AR87 FRANCHISE
7AR86 STOCKMARKET

Can your bull get more than half of your
cows pregnant on the first day of breeding
season? See page two for the answer and
many benefits of an A.I. program. Contact
your local representative or beef specialist
to discuss your genetic goals and for
assistance with your breeding program. u
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Can your bull get more than half of your cows
PREGNANT on the first day of breeding season?

HE CAN’T, BUT

IT’S
TIME
TO
A.I.
CONTACT COBA/SELECT SIRES TODAY TO...
•
•
•
•
•
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Increase Pregnancy Rates

Give your females more chances to conceive.

Increase Weaning Weights

Early-born calves are heavier at weaning.

Use Predictable Genetics

High-accuracy bulls allow you to hit your target.

Improve Uniformity

Same age, weight and color calves are worth more.

Increase Cow Productivity

Early-born heifers have higher lifetime profitability.

WE CAN!

TESTIMONIAL:

SuccessWITH SERVICE

Customer Testimonial: Jay Fulton/Fulton Farms, Chickasha, Oklahoma
Wouldn’t it be great to average 65-70
percent cow conception rate with just one
day of breeding? Jay Fulton of Chickasha,
Oklahoma is averaging just that! Fulton
says, “We get the conception rate of the
cows the first 20 days after one timedA.I. breeding, which runs between 65-70
percent. Then, the clean-up bulls kick in
getting us to 80 percent of our calf crop
in the first month.” Fulton has owned
and operated Fulton Farms, a 150-head
commercial herd, for more than 30 years.
While visiting with Fulton, he shared several
“secrets” to the success of his operation.
A believer in utilizing EPDs in his herd,
Fulton says, “Starting our operation in
the 1980’s, I’ve been around since before
EPDs. I started EPDs when they were first
released, and we jumped on them with both
feet first. Our whole operation was built on
EPDs.” Through the years, he has adjusted
his focus on various EPDs, starting with
strong emphasis on Weaning Weight (WW)
and Yearling Weight (YW), then shifted to
the carcass traits as they rolled out. Most
recently, Fulton has landed with focus on
$Beef ($B). He claims, “It’s getting where
you want to be and changing little things.
EPDs are really good for controlling what

you want your herd to look like.” What’s a
better way to introduce strong, reliable EPDs
quickly into your herd than through artificial
insemination (A.I.)?
When asked about his reasoning
for using a synchronized A.I. breeding
program, Fulton advocated strongly for the
advantages that he has personally seen.
Fulton says, “It [Synchronization] groups the
calves to expedite breeding, which means
you get all those calves in a shorter period
of time. We sell everything born after March,
meaning all our calves are 40 days or less.
We have gotten to where we use only two
bulls – combine that with a shorter calving
window, and calves all end up similar in
size. More uniformity in the calf crop means
less sorting and the calves are easier to sell.
More cows bred to A.I. means less need and
cost of natural service bulls – so you don’t
have to keep as many bulls either.” It seems
synchronized A.I. has had a ripple effect of
benefits for his commercial calf operation.
When first starting with A.I., Fulton
bought semen from various suppliers and
bred majority of the herd himself. Over time,
he realized, “I get a higher conception rate
with COBA semen, and with timed-A.I., you
are looking for any little advantage you can

get.” Since implementing COBA’s services,
Fulton claims, “Our fertility went up,” which
he attributes to both semen quality and
management of the herd. Fulton speaks
highly of COBA’s technician service, stating,
“They do a good job breeding them. They
breed cows all the time, and I have heard
how many they can get through the chute
fast. They place the semen where it needs to
be, trying to get each cow bred, and do not
worry about time.”
From focusing on the best-suited EPDs
for his herd to utilizing timed-breeding and
COBA’s semen and services, Fulton has
found great success for his commercial
cattle operation. “We have used our own
bulls for clean-up bulls for more than 30
years – so all improvement comes from
the semen used for A.I. We are 100 percent
COBA genetics,” he states. From years of
personal experience and research, Fulton
highly recommends the benefits of timed-A.I.
using high-quality semen and professional
services.
Are you ready to explore the benefits
that COBA’s products and services has to
offer? Give your beef specialist a call to get
started. This success story could be you! u
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NEW YEAR, NEW BEGINNINGS AND A POSITIVE OUTLOOK
By: Ryan Bodenhausen, Associate VP Beef Product Development & Marketing, Select Sires, Photo From Hoard’s Dairyman

Greetings COBA member-ownercustomers! I am excited to begin my new
journey as associate vice president of
beef product development and marketing,
and I look forward to serving the needs of
beef producers throughout the Select Sires
Federation.

The Future

What a time to be in the beef business!
The outlook of the near future looks very
bright. Fat cattle are trading at $1.40+
for every month in 2022, and the red meat
demand does not seem to be slowing. Due
to drought in the western United States, we
are also facing record-low cow numbers.
However, it will rain, already has in some
areas, and those ranchers will be looking to
build back, thus creating opportunities to
A.I. more heifers.
I hope everyone has had a chance to look
over the 2022 Sire Directory. We are really
excited to offer an extremely diverse set
of genetics as well as extra resources and
information to help you be successful. Check
out these standouts with which you may not
yet be familiar.

New Releases – Angus

First up, is 7AN644 OPTIMUM. OPTIMUM
is very impressive in the flesh. He is a
GROWTH FUND son that offers more Calving

7AN644 OPTIMUM

Ease (CE) and more Marbling (MARB) than
his sire. OPTIMUM should be used as a
calving ease sire with great carcass and
added eye appeal.
Most of you remember 7AN222
PREDESTINED, a bull with which many of
you had lots of success. I view our next new
addition, 7AN700 HERO, as a very similar
bull, being a power bull with MARB and
plenty of maternal ability. I am super excited
about adding HERO to the line-up. He is
attractive in person, loaded with power and
eye appeal, and tracks on good feet. As you
would expect, the data is impressive – be
sure to look him up!
7AN698 IRON HORSE

Another new addition for the spring is
7AN698 IRON HORSE. IRON HORSE comes
in as a semi-proven sire that ranks in the
top 1 percent for $Combined ($C). Although,
his foot EPDs are what make him unique for
a high-ranking $C bull. IRON HORSE also
offers an outcross pedigree and exceptional
phenotype. His first daughters sold this
fall and were in high demand. IRON HORSE
will be highly sought after by top Angus
breeders.

Recent Releases - Angus

7AN589 SILVERADO offers a familiar
pedigree with great performance and great
phenotype. SILVERADO is in an elite category

7AN589 SILVERADO

that only a few bulls achieve as he is over
100 $Maternal ($M) and 300 $C.
As I have traveled the country the last
few months, the 7AN531 ENTICE calves
continue to impress me. They are continually
the heaviest weaning group, and I am as
equally impressed by their shape and eye
appeal. If you are selling at weaning and
thirst for more pounds, do not miss ENTICE.
7AN623 GUARANTEE

7AN623 GUARANTEE had a big year for
sales in 2021, and we look for him to do
even better in 2022. He is the definition
of phenotype and data. GUARANTEE ranks
among the elites for growth while still
ranking in the top 4 percent for $M and top
10 percent for $Beef ($B). Don’t let these
Angus sires go overlooked in your breeding
decisions.

CONTINUED: NEW YEAR, NEW BEGINNINGS AND A POSITIVE OUTLOOK
By: Ryan Bodenhausen, Associate VP Beef Product Development & Marketing, Select Sires

and has become the Select Sires
Federation’s top-selling Simmental bull for
2021. HIGHLIFE is a go-to sire for adding
performance, growth and frame. He ranks
in the top 1 percent for Weaning Weight
(WW), top 2 percent for Yearling Weight
(YW), and he has already had a sale-topping
daughter at Triangle J that sold for $27,000
in November.
7SM128 FLAT IRON

CUDA ranks in the top 5 percent or better for
13 different traits!

7SM122 STANDOUT

Red Angus Leaders

Two of our best Red Angus are
registration leaders 7AR87 FRANCHISE
and 7AR86 STOCKMARKET. However, it’s
7AR89 GRINDSTONE

STANDOUT’s calf reports are coming in, and
it appears he could be a heifer bull – not
to mention he now has gender SELECTed™
semen available.

Hereford Feature

New for 2022, is 7SM128 FLAT IRON.
FLAT IRON is a proven SimAngus™ sire that
offers incredible phenotype and exceptional
data. With a familiar pedigree for Select
Sires, a FLAT TOP x STETSON, look for FLAT
IRON to add eye appeal without sacrificing
growth, carcass or maternal traits. FLAT
IRON had a great day at Triangle J as well,
siring five of the top eight selling females.
Another Simmental not to miss is
7SM122 STANDOUT. He comes from a very
popular and productive cow line that offers
exceptional phenotype and eye appeal.

A Hereford you don’t want to miss is
7HP120 CUDA, a sales driver not just for our
Hereford lineup but for Select Sires beef. His
exceptional data make him very attractive
to progressive Hereford breeders as well
as commercial producers looking to make
baldies. Look for CUDA to add frame and
performance but also bring carcass quality.
7HP120 CUDA

the rising star 7AR89 GRINDSTONE I am
excited about. GRINDSTONE is a go-to sire
for performance and carcass merit. Look
for GRINDSTONE to add growth and carcass
without sacrificing phenotype.
This past year was a great year for Select
Sires Beef, and 2022 looks very promising.
We are excited to share the information on
these highlights of our sire program and
look forward to seeing you at beef events
along the way. Thank you for making Select
Sires Beef successful! I hope everyone
is having a great start to 2022 – happy
breeding season! u
SimAngus is a trademark of the American Simmental Association.
gender SELECTed is a trademark of Select Sires Inc. EPDs as of 1/17/22.
™

™

Simmental Highlights

Protect Your Herd’s Future...
...don’t let your calf have a bad day

In the Simmental breed, 7SM113
HIGHLIFE has had a great rookie campaign

Day-One Gel
Administer 5 to 15 cc of gel at birth.
Multi-dose tubes packaged in 60cc tubes, six tubes per case.
Available in single-dose tubes. 15cc tubes, 18 tubes per case.

Stay Up-To-Date Virtually
The Select Series Virtual Customer Beef Meetings: www.selectsiresbeef.com

MULTI-DOSE
TUBES

COBA/Select Sires Inc.: www.facebook.com/COBASelectSires
Select Sires Beef: www.facebook.com/SelectSiresBeef

(60CC)

www.agrariansolutions.com
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SINGLE-DOSE
TUBES
(15CC)

Convert™ is a trademark of Select Sires Inc. and is manufactured by Agrarian Solutions® All claims,
representation and warranties, expressed or implied, are made only by Agrarian Solutions and not by Select Sires Inc.
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ADDING MORE $$$ TO YOUR BOTTOM LINE

CONTINUED: ADDING MORE $$$ TO YOUR BOTTOM LINE

By: Bruce Smith, District Sales Manager and Beef Specialist, COBA/Select Sires Inc.
It’s no mystery that drastic changes
in carcass quality have been observed in
the beef industry. Especially regarding the
increased proportion of carcasses grading
Choice and Prime and the continued growth
in consumer demand for higher quality
product. What does that mean for you as
producers? How can you ensure production
of higher quality calves? How will you
differentiate your calf crop to increase your
bottom line? As Dr. Fontes indicates in his
recent article1, Adding Value to the Calf
Crop Through Reproductive Technology,
“Cattlemen that produce genetically superior
calves that will perform well in the feedlot
and produce superior carcasses can take
advantage of value-based marketing
opportunities to differentiate themselves and
add value to their calf crop.”
According to the January 24, 2022,
USDA National Steer & Heifer Estimated
Grading Percent Report (https://www.ams.
usda.gov/mnreports/nw_ls196.txt) for the
week ending in 1-15-2022, 8.93 percent
of carcasses graded Prime and 74.66
percent graded Choice, accounting for a
national total of 83.59 percent. In addition,
29.86 percent of cattle are grading in the
upper 2/3rd of Choice. As highlighted in Dr.
Fluharty’s article2, combine this data with

the USDA Beef Carcass Price Equivalent
Index Value (https://www.ams.usda.gov/
mnreports/nw_ls410.txt) dated for January
25, 2022, to show the monetary difference
for your bottom line. Looking at Yield Grade
3 carcasses between 600 and 900 pounds,
Choice carcasses were worth $243.58/cwt,
and Select carcasses were worth $233.16/
cwt, a Choice/Select spread of $10.42/
cwt. Additionally, even with 8.93 percent
Prime carcasses, the value of those Prime
carcasses was $263.60/cwt, a $20.02/
cwt premium over Choice, and a $30.44/
cwt premium over Select. With a 900-pound
carcass, that would make a Prime carcass
worth $2,372.40 versus a Choice carcass
at $2,192.22, and a Select carcass at
$2,098.44. Thus showing, it is advantageous
to pursue avenues of production that will
ensure a genetically superior animal.
Dr. Fontes states, “Artificial Insemination
(A.I.) is currently the most effective way to
rapidly introduce superior terminal genetics
into commercial beef herds and consequently
increase the genetic merit of the calf crop
for carcass-related traits.” Utilizing A.I.
allows producers to select semen from
sires that have already been proven to
improve performance – skipping the waiting
period of naturally achieving that level of

By: Bruce Smith, District Sales Manager and Beef Specialist, COBA/Select Sires Inc.

genetics in a natural service sire. He goes
on to say, “Even in situations where EPDs
[Expected Progeny Differences] between A.I.
and natural service sires are similar, the
greater accuracies of the EPDs from A.I. sires
provide cattlemen greater confidence in the
performance characteristics of A.I.-sired
offspring.”
Although A.I. presents a great opportunity
to rapidly improve genetics, you may
question how to logistically introduce it to
your herd. The amount of labor and time
required for heat detection and insemination
seem to be one of the greatest challenges
in the beef industry. Fixed-time A.I. offers
a great solution for herds of all sizes. By
using estrus synchronization, insemination
becomes a scheduled event, where you can
achieve higher pregnancy rates. A timed-A.I.
schedule allows for you to recruit help on the
days needed for synch and breeding, and it
can lead to change in calving distribution or
timing for calves to hit the ground earlier in
calving season3.
The study entitled, An Economic
Evaluation of Estrous Synchronization and
Timed Artificial Insemination in Suckled Beef
Cows, by Rodgers et al., (2012)3 explored the
effects of estrus synchronization and fixedtime A.I. on beef herd profitability, especially

in reference to calf weaning weights.		
Figure 1 (left) shows the 22 percent gain
and added return on investment per cow
as found in the study, when using an A.I.
sire on a dam that was A.I. sired. This and
other studies are quoted and referenced in
Dr. Fontes article that continue to elaborate
on the increased returns that the use of
A.I. offers. He concludes his article stating,
“Collectively, research studies and data from
the field clearly indicate that FTAI [Fixed-Time
A.I.] is an economically viable tool available
for cow-calf producers that are looking for
alternatives to add value to their calf crop.
These reproductive technologies not only
add value to the calf crop by increasing the
genetic potential of the offspring but also by
increasing the proportion of calves that are
born in the beginning of calving season.”
Through Dr. Fontes conclusions and through
the studies he sights, please continue to
read and understand the advantages of A.I.
as it relates to you and your herd. Reach
out to your COBA beef specialist for more
information and to start adding more to your
bottom line! u
Fontes, Pedro, 2021. Adding Value to the Calf Crop Through Reproductive Technology, University of Georgia. https://site.extension.uga.edu/beef/files/2021/10/Fontes-October-Issue.pdf
Fluharty, Francis, 2021. Maximizing Carcass Value Through Weaning Management and Stress Reduction, Ohio State University Ohio BEEF Cattle Letter.https://u.osu.edu/beef/2021/10/20/maximizing-carcass-valuethrough-weaning-management-and-stress-reduction/
3
Rodgers JC, Bird SL, Larson JE, Dilorenzo N, Dahlen CR, Dicostanzo A, et al. An economic evaluation of estrous synchronization and timed artificial insemination in suckled beef cows. J Anim Sci 2012;90:4055–62.
1
2

COBA BEEF SPECIALISTS
7AN683 SAFE & SOUND

7AN600 WOLVERINE
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“

SAFE & SOUND is an exciting new young sire that
checks several boxes a lot of breeders are looking
at: calving ease, growth, maternal and carcass
quality. SAFE & SOUND is a bull with strong
maternal traits backed by generations of true
Select Sires “cow makers”.

“

“

Pryor, OK
918-798-9184 u brad@cobaselect.com

A calving ease TAHOE son that excels
in maternal traits, WOLVERINE is a foot
improver that should make good cows. He
is an excellent choice for combining Cow
Engery Value ($EN) and $Maternal ($M) (top
1 percent) with outstanding phenotype.
He should make good cows.

“

Plain City, OH
614-205-7182 u bruce@cobaselect.com

BRAD
UNRAU

BRUCE
SMITH

KEVIN
HINDS

DAN
CURTIN

“
“

TALKING SOME BULL

We used NEW ADDITION at home this fall on our virgin
heifers. We see above average fertility, so we used him
to clean up some third-service cows at the end of the
breeding season. NEW ADDITION is top 2 percent for
Calving Ease (CED), top 1 percent Docility (DOC) and
top 3 percent $Maternal ($M). His progeny are moderate
framed, three dimensional and born easily. With his top
3 percent, $M we are most excited about keeping his
females for our replacement pen.

Newcomerstown, OH
614-205-7173 u kevin@cobaselect.com

“

I appreciate TOP CUT for his outcross pedigree as well as
ranking in the top 1 percent for $Maternal ($M), $Beef ($B)
and $Combined ($C). TOP CUT is a double digit Calving Ease
bull with exceptional carcass and maternal traits. Producers
in the southwestern region, or anywhere else who have
experienced the effects of drought, should keep in mind the
Cow Energy Value ($EN) this bull brings to the table while
still creating maximum gains. I am excited for TOP CUT
replacement calves to stay in my herd for years to come.

Texico, NM
928-368-3634 u dcurtin@cobaselect.com

“

14AN497 NEW ADDITION

7AN604 TOP CUT
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1224 Alton Darby Creek Rd.
Columbus, Ohio 43228
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Ask your COBA representative or visit
www.cobselect.com to see a complete listing of

SPECIAL PRICING!
(Special runs Feb. 1, 2022 to May 31, 2022.)

Your genetic partnership

awaits.

614-878-5333			

www.cobaselect.com

